Scott Solomon has created an enjoyable, memoir-style narrative aimed at well-informed readers. He takes us on scientific adventures from his lab to jungle expeditions to high-altitude plateaus where we can observe evolution in action. 

My favorite story described how three completely different adaptations allowed our species to thrive in the environmental puzzles of the Peruvian Andes, the Tibetan Plateau, and the Ethiopian Semien Plateau. The environmental puzzle is this: *homo sapiens* physiology rests on aerobic metabolism, which requires oxygen. To transport oxygen from the air to the organs, we evolved a molecule called hemoglobin. Hemoglobin binds oxygen at a rate proportional to the oxygen concentration in the lungs (i.e. the air). The more oxygen in the air, the more oxygen binds to hemoglobin, the more oxygen hemoglobin takes to the organs. The puzzle is that at high altitudes, there is less oxygen in the air, so less binds to hemoglobin and less makes it to the organs, and you die. So, the puzzle is to stay alive. 

Native Andeans (descendants of the Incans living in South America) solved this puzzle with a large chest with large lungs and more hemoglobin in their blood. A larger chest and lungs means more loading bays for oxygen. More hemoglobin means the overall oxygen transported to the organs doesn't change. 

Yet Tibetans in similar low-oxygen environments have much less hemoglobin than the Andeans---the same amount, in fact, as people living at sea level. Tibetans evolved a completely different adaptation: Tibetans have more nitric oxide (a vasodilator) in their blood and more capillaries in their organs. This combination allows more blood flow (larger vessels) and more oxygen delivery (more vessels), so organ oxygen remains at a healthy level. 

In the Semien Plateau, the Amhara people don't have more blood flow or capillaries like the Tibetans. They also don't have more hemoglobin like the Andeans. The Amhara evolved a separate adaptation that allows them to carry more oxygen on each hemoglobin molecule and perhaps in the blood itself (we're unsure how it works). Three populations, three completely different adaptations: the *homo sapiens* version of Darwin's finches. 

In another chapter, Solomon describes evolutionary altruism in terms of an App store. He again starts with a puzzle: how to get your organs to do stuff. The solutions can be thought of as tiny enzymatic functions that you can either genetically program yourself, or partner with someone who has already written the code. Think a genetic version of the App store, with millions of microbes offering their enzymes at your service: 

"...Our evolutionary history involved outsourcing---some of the jobs that could be done in-house, by our own genes, are instead performed by the genes present in our microbial partners....Our microbiome contains one hundred times more microbial genes than does our own genome, meaning our partners can perform far more functions that we can on our own...\[and\] our microbiome can evolve far faster than we can---about one hundred thousand bacterial generations for every one human generation." (pp 149-150). 

So why toil away, strumming at the genetic keyboard to code enzymatic solutions, when we could partner with our microbiome? The idea made me giddy. 

The one criticism I have for Solomon's otherwise lovely book is he confines himself to theoretical discussion. Solomon notes that our species is more inter-connected now than at any other time in human history, yet he doesn't apply this to the realm of policy. Specifically, I would have enjoyed more science-based, data-driven perspective of policies that affect international collaborations---whether scientific, economic, or cultural. It may be that to maintain our age of increased connectedness for *Future Humans*, people with Solomon's wisdom will need well-evolved vocal cords to insure these theories remain praxis. 
